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 Lesson notes
The following extracts are all taken from articles that appeared in the Sunday Times newspaper. Below them is an 
analysis of the texts:

Text 1:
WHAT YOU NEED TO APPLY 
• Must be a South African citizen 

and resident in South Africa; 
• Applicant must be the primary 

care giver of the child/children 
concerned; 

• Child/children must be under the 
age of seven

- Extract from an educational article

Text 2:
Dumped w�th daddy 
The sad scourge of moms who abandon 
their children - and run off to spend the child 
support grant
- Headline and sub headline of an article

Text 3:
Nineteen-year-old Khethelwa Msebe had no idea why 
her eight-month-old daughter, Andisiwe, was suffering 
from broken skin and an enlarged abdomen when 
she took her to Mount Ayliff Hospital in the Eastern 
Cape… 
- Opening paragraph of an article about malnutrition 
in babies

Intent�on To educate and inform people about child 
care grants and to encourage people to 
apply for a grant if they need one.

To raise awareness of the abuse of grants 
and express disgust and anger at mothers 
who abuse their child support grants.

To inform readers about malnutrition and develop a 
culture of sympathy and support.

Style: Everyday diction (such as “what you need 
to apply”) makes this article nderstandable 
to a wide audience. The language is 
encouraging and the process is made 
to sound simple and straightforward to 
encourage people who need grants to 
apply. 

This text has an emotive quality. Dumped, 
scourge, abandon and run off are words with 
negative connotations. These words suggest 
that the mothers mentioned in the article are 
interested only in themselves. 

The case study (telling of a personal story as an 
example) of a 19-year-old arouses sympathy in the 
reader by giving a name and face to malnutrition. 
Vividly descriptive words such as broken skin and an 
enlarged abdomen give readers a mental picture of 
what malnutrition involves.

Format: The text uses headings, subheadings 
and bullet points to make the article easy 
to follow. The point form list enables 
grant applicants to check they meet the 
requirements. 

This article is accompanied by a picture that 
would catch the reader’s attention and add to 
the emotional appeal of the article.

This article uses a case study, many pictures and 
statistics to highlight the problem of malnutrition.

Target 
aud�ence:

People who are eligible for a grant and 
people who know people who could 
benefit from this grant.

People in the community who could help 
prevent abuse of child support grants as well 
as the general public who are concerned 
about social issues.

Parents who have young children and would benefit 
from knowing how to prevent malnutrition in their own 
children. 
People who are able to assist children in need.

Same top�c, d�fferent approach 
In this lesson we compare texts about child support grants, which is the money that the government makes available 
to people who care for children whose parents or caregivers cannot afford to feed and clothe them. 

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• compare texts on the same subject
• differentiate between factual and emotive texts
• analyse texts using appropriate terminology

 Curr�culum L�nks
LO 2: Read�ng and V�ew�ng
• explore and explain key features of texts and how 

they contribute to meaning
• recognise some implied meanings (linked to task)

LESSON
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?  TASK
Here are two statements by different people on the subject of child support grants. 

For each statement state:
a. whether neutral or emotive language has been used
b. the speaker’s intention in making this statement and his or her implied meanings. 
 In each case, quote from the texts to illustrate your answer.

“It is a criminal offence for a person to claim the grants if they 
do not stay with the child for whom the funds were intended.”
- Panyaza Lesufi, spokesperson for the Gauteng Department 
of Social Services and Population Development.

“Life is tough. I lost my job last year. The children are starving 
because their mother takes the grant money away from 
them.” 
- David Chauke, a man whose four children, all under the age 
of 14, are staying with him.




